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Purpose: Suboptimal secondary prevention in patients with stroke causes a remaining
cardiovascular risk desirable to reduce. We have validated a prognostic model for secondary
preventive settings and estimated future cardiovascular risk and theoretical benefit of reach
ing guideline recommended risk factor targets.
Patients and Methods: The SMART-REACH (Secondary Manifestations of Arterial
Disease-Reduction of Atherothrombosis for Continued Health) model for 10-year and life
time risk of cardiovascular events was applied to 465 patients in the Norwegian Cognitive
Impairment After Stroke (Nor-COAST) study, a multicenter observational study with twoyear follow-up by linkage to national registries for cardiovascular disease and mortality. The
residual risk when reaching recommended targets for blood pressure, low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol, smoking cessation and antithrombotics was estimated.
Results: In total, 11.2% had a new event. Calibration plots showed adequate agreement
between estimated and observed 2-year prognosis (C-statistics 0.63, 95% confidence interval
0.55–0.71). Median estimated 10-year risk of recurrent cardiovascular events was 42%
(Interquartile range (IQR) 32–54%) and could be reduced to 32% by optimal guidelinebased therapy. The corresponding numbers for lifetime risk were 70% (IQR 63–76%) and
61%. We estimated an overall median gain of 1.4 (IQR 0.2–3.4) event-free life years if
guideline targets were met.
Conclusion: Secondary prevention was suboptimal and residual risk remains elevated even
after optimization according to current guidelines. Considerable interindividual variation in
risk exists, with a corresponding variation in benefit from intensification of treatment. The
SMART-REACH model can be used to identify patients with the largest benefit from more
intensive treatment and follow-up.
Keywords: secondary prevention, ischemic stroke, risk factors, risk assessment, risks and
benefits, cardiovascular diseases

Introduction
Patients with ischemic stroke have an increased risk of recurrent cardiovascular
events.1 Secondary prevention aims to reduce the risk of recurrence, but implementa
tion of guideline recommendations in clinical practice is suboptimal with poor risk
factor control and low adherence to medications.2–5 Consequently, the residual cardi
ovascular risk remains elevated. However, there is a substantial interindividual varia
tion in the risk of recurrent events among patients with established cardiovascular
disease (CVD).6–8 This variation results from a composite of several prognostic
features like age, genetics, cardiovascular risk factors, effectiveness of preventive
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therapy, competing risks and remaining life-expectancy.6,9,10
Appropriate identification of patients at high risk is impor
tant because they most likely gain greatest clinical benefit
from intensive treatment of cardiovascular risk factors,
novel therapies on top of standard treatment9,11,12 and
a more intensive and multidisciplinary follow-up.
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Patients with stroke are heterogeneous and systemic
atherosclerotic disease and overlapping stroke etiologies are
common.13–15 Existing risk stratification tools for stroke
patients often focus on short-time risk of recurrent
stroke,16–18 while recent long-term follow-up studies have
shown that risk of a fatal recurrent stroke and a fatal cardiac
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event is similar.1 The SMART-REACH (Secondary
Manifestations of Arterial Disease-Reduction of
Atherothrombosis for Continued Health) model19 is
a previously derived, externally validated model estimating
individual residual 10-year risk and lifetime risk for recurrent
stroke, myocardial infarction and vascular death. The model
is intended for use in all patients with clinically manifest
atherosclerotic vascular disease and may be useful in routine
clinical stroke care. However, it is unknown if this model
gives reliable prognostic risk information in a stroke popula
tion. Our aim is to estimate future cardiovascular risk using
the SMART-REACH model for secondary preventive set
tings after first validating the model in a stroke cohort.
Furthermore, we aim to estimate the theoretical benefit of
reaching guideline-recommended risk factor targets.

Materials and Methods
Study Population
We included 729 home-dwelling patients admitted with
acute ischemic stroke in the Nor-COAST (Norwegian
Cognitive Impairment After Stroke) Study, a multicenter,
prospective cohort study consecutively including patients
at five Norwegian stroke units from May 2015 to
March 2017. Details have been reported previously.2,20

Gynnild et al

Follow-up for the current substudy started at 3 months
poststroke and patients who died before the scheduled
3-month visit (n = 28) were excluded. Since patients expected
to have difficulties returning for follow-up visits and patients
not independent in daily activities were excluded in the origi
nal SMART-REACH derivation and validation cohorts19 and
the model is intended for patients with stable vascular disease
in which additional preventive therapy is considered, we
excluded patients living in nursing homes (n = 36). As the
SMART-REACH model was derived in patients aged 45 to 80
years, patients outside this age range were excluded, leaving
465 patients eligible for analysis (Figure 1). Patients were
assessed with self-report questionnaires, clinical assessments
and blood sampling 3 months poststroke at the outpatient
clinic. Patients unable to attend were assessed by telephone
or by proxy information. The Regional Committee for
Medical and Health Research Ethics in North Norway (REC
numbers 2015/171 and 2017/1462) approved the study. All
participants gave their written informed consent before inclu
sion or by proxy if unable. This study was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Outcomes
We defined recurrent cardiovascular events as stroke, myo
cardial infarction (MI) or cardiovascular death, whichever

Figure 1 Flowchart of inclusion and exclusion of patients.
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occurred first. All hospitalized events from 3 months post
stroke (stable phase) to 31 December 2018 were identified
by linkage to the Norwegian Stroke Registry and the
Norwegian Cardiovascular Disease Registry. The
Norwegian Causes of Death Registry provided follow-up
information on the primary cause of death.
We defined recurrent stroke as either registration in the
Norwegian Stroke Registry or the Norwegian
Cardiovascular Disease Registry (main diagnosis)21
according to the International Classification of Diseases,
10th revision (ICD-10); I61, I63 and I64. Admission with
main or secondary diagnosis of MI (ICD-10; I21, I22 and
I24) according to the Norwegian Cardiovascular Disease
Registry was defined as subsequent MI.22 Cardiovascular
death was defined as ICD-code I00-I99 registered as the
primary cause of death or death within 28 days after
a recurrent stroke or MI. The quality of the information
in the registries has been described previously21,22
(Supplementary Methods).

Dovepress

an event also had higher estimated risk than those who
were event-free) with Harrell’s C-statistic.24 We showed
the agreement between predicted and observed 2-year risk
(calibration) in a flexible calibration curve based on local
polynomial regression fitting (loess function in R).25 First,
the cohort was divided into 100 quantiles of predicted risk.
Then, a local regression was used to smoothly explain the
observed cumulative incidence per group by the mean
predicted risk per group. The smooth calibration plot and
confidence bounds were subsequently predicted from this
model over the whole range of relevant predicted risks
(cohort predicted risk quantile 0.025 up to 0.975). As
event rates vary between geographic locations8,26 and
may be influenced by the selection of study participants,
recalibration to the population of interest is often
necessary.6,19,25 The intercept of the SMART-REACH
model for both CVD events and non-CVD mortality was
recalibrated (“calibration-in-the-large”) to Nor-COAST by
subtracting the expected–observed ratio from the linear
predictor (Supplementary Methods).25,27

Residual Cardiovascular Risk
The SMART-REACH model19 was used to predict resi
dual cardiovascular risk after initial treatment. The model
is a Fine and Gray competing risk model for 10-year and
lifetime predictions of cardiovascular events (non-fatal
stroke, non-fatal MI and CVD mortality) and noncardiovascular mortality, where age is used as the under
lying time function.9,19 The model uses the following
predictors: age, sex, current smoking, diabetes mellitus,
history of heart failure, history of atrial fibrillation, systolic
blood pressure (BP), serum creatinine concentration, num
ber of locations of CVD (cerebrovascular, coronary and
peripheral artery disease) and total and low-density lipo
protein cholesterol (LDL-C). Risks were estimated based
on clinical measurements at the 3-month visit since the
model is intended for patients with stable CVD in which
additional therapy is considered. This timepoint also
roughly corresponds to the guideline recommendations to
examine risk factors and initiate or modify treatment at 1–
3 months after an acute event.23 Table S1 shows detailed
definitions of all variables included in the SMARTREACH model and more information about the SMARTREACH model can be found in Supplementary Methods.

External Validation
The external validity of the SMART-REACH model was
assessed for risks at 2 years of follow-up. We expressed
discrimination (the extent to which patients who develop
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Impact of Optimization of Risk Factors
Reaching the recommended targets according to
Norwegian guidelines23 for systolic BP (≤140 mmHg),
LDL-C (≤1.8 mmol/L), smoking cessation and use of
antithrombotic agents were defined as optimization of
risk factor control and possible benefits if each risk factor
was controlled was quantified by the SMART-REACH
model.
The relative effect of treating risk factors to recom
mended targets was retrieved from meta-analyses28–30
(details described in Table S2) and combined with the
competing risk-adjusted Cox proportional hazard function
from the SMART-REACH model according to previously
described methods.9,10,19 A hazard ratio (HR) of 0.80 was
assumed per 10 mmHg reduction in systolic BP29 and an
HR of 0.78 was assumed per 1.0 mmol/L reduction in
LDL-C28 regardless of whether this was achieved by life
style changes or medication. Smoking cessation was
assumed to reduce the risk of both CVD events (HR
0.60)31 and non-CVD mortality (HR 0.73).32 We assumed
that no use of antithrombotic therapy was associated with
the inverse effect of starting (at least) aspirin (HR 1/0.81 =
1.23).30 Patients who had already achieved an individual
target at 3 months were modeled with an HR of 1.00 for
that target.
To estimate the benefit of reaching the guidelinerecommended risk factor targets, the cardiovascular risk
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was estimated twice with the SMART-REACH model for
each individual. First, we estimated the risk with the
3-month risk factor levels and treatment, and next we
estimated the risk with the assumption that all risk factors
met the guideline-recommended targets. The difference
between estimated risk with 3-month risk factor levels
and estimated risk when risk factors are at target corre
sponds to an individual’s estimated absolute risk reduction
(ARR). We obtained the following estimates from the
model: 1) 10-year risk of CVD events, 2) lifetime risk of
CVD events, defined as the risk of having an event before
the 90th life-year, and 3) the life-expectancy free of CVD
events. We calculated the following treatment effects: 1)
absolute CVD risk reduction in the next 10 years, 2)
absolute lifetime CVD risk reduction and 3) gain in CVDfree life expectancy. The therapy benefits from achieving
treatment targets for BP, LDL-C and smoking were first
estimated separately. Next, the overall benefit of achieving
optimal control of all targets (including use of antithrom
botic therapy) was modelled and the relevant ARRs
calculated.

Gynnild et al

Table 1 Characteristics at the Index Stay (N = 465)
n (% of N) or Mean (SD)
Age

69.0 (8.1)

Sex, male

287 (62%)

Atrial fibrillation

101 (22%)

Diabetes mellitus

92 (20%)

History of hypertension

252 (54%)

History of hypercholesterolemia

253 (54%)

Previous cerebrovascular disease

108 (23%)

Coronary artery disease

79 (17%)

Peripheral artery disease

35 (8%)

Number of vascular areas affected

a

369 (79%), 78 (17%), 18 (4%)

1, 2 or 3
Heart failure

11 (2%)

Current smoker

109 (24%)

Previous smoker

174 (38%)

Estimated GFRb (mL/min/1.73 m2)

79 (16)

Statistics

Body Mass Index (kg/m )

26.6 (4.2)

Baseline characteristics at the index stroke event were
described by means with standard deviations (SD) and
proportions as appropriate. Estimated risks and ARRs are
reported as median with interquartile range (IQR). We
visually compared the distribution of estimated risk on
current treatment and estimated risk with risk factor(s) at
targets in density plots. We imputed missing data for
clinical measurements at 3 months for prediction of CVD
risk by means of single imputation using predictive mean
matching, including all variables used in the analyses.
Details and amount of missing data are shown in Table
S3. All analyses were conducted using Stata version 16.1
or R statistical software V.4.0.2 (www.r-project.org,
packages Hmisc, Survival, Cmprsk, Rms, Pec).

High-sensitive CRP concentration

9.6 (18.0)

Results
Table 1 shows characteristics at index stay and Table 2
presents achieved risk factor levels 3 months poststroke.
Mean LDL-C was 2.1 mmol/L (SD 0.8), mean % relative
LDL-C reduction from index stay to 3 months was 24%
(SD 33) and 43% reached the target at 3 months. Mean
systolic BP was 140 mmHg (SD 19), 51% reached the BP
target and 50% (55/109) of smokers quitted smoking at 3
months. Antithrombotic drugs were used by 98%, corre
sponding numbers for lipid-lowering and antihypertensive

Clinical Epidemiology 2021:13
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(mg/L)
Stroke subtypec (n = 450)
Large artery disease
Cardioembolic

49 (11%)
103 (23%)

Small vessel disease

105 (23%)

Other causes
Unknown or multiple causes

12 (3%)
181 (40%)

NIHSSd at discharge (n = 437)

1.7 (2.4)

Charlson Comorbidity Index

3.7 (1.9)

Fraile

34 (7%)

Cognitive impairmentf

13 (3%)

a

Notes: Number of vascular areas were one if only stroke, two if combined with
either coronary artery disease or peripheral artery disease, and three if all three
areas were affected. bGFR calculated by CKD-EPI equation. cAccording to TOAST:
Trial of ORG 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment. dStroke severity according to
National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS). eMeasured by the 5-item Fried
criteria. fDefined as score ≥ 3 on Global Deterioration Scale. Detailed definitions in
Supplementary Methods.
Abbreviations: CRP, C-reactive protein; eGFR, Estimated glomerular filtration
rate.

drugs were 89% and 73%. Detailed information on cardi
ovascular medications in use is shown in Table S4. In
total, 80% (302/376) reported high adherence at 3 months
defined as a score of 4 on Morisky Medication Adherence
Scale 4 (MMAS4).2,33
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Table 2 Risk Factor Levels at the Index Stay and the 3-Month
Visit (n = 465)
Index

3-Month

Staya

Visit

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)

140 (20)

140 (19)

Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)

80 (13)

83 (12)

LDL-C (mmol/L)

3.1 (1.1)

2.1 (0.8)

HDL-C (mmol/L)

1.4 (0.5)

1.5 (0.5)

Total cholesterol (mmol/L)

4.9 (1.3)

4.0 (0.9)

109 (23%)

55 (12%)

Current smoking
Use of secondary preventive
medications
Lipid-lowering drugs

b

Antihypertensive drugsc
Antithrombotic drugsd

415 (89%)

412 (89%)

320 (69%)
456 (98%)

338 (73%)
455 (98%)

Notes: Values are mean (standard deviation) or n (%). Missing values are imputed
by single imputation using predictive mean matching. aConcentrations of cholesterol
were measured the first day after admission and blood pressure levels at day 7 or at
the day of discharge, use of medications was assessed at discharge. bUse of lipidlowering drugs was defined as use of drugs belonging to ATC group C10. cUse of
antihypertensive drugs was defined as use of drugs belonging to ATC groups C03A,
C07, C08, C09A/B, C09C/D, C02A, C02C and C02D. dUse of antithrombotic drugs
was defined as use of drugs belonging to ATC group B01A. Detailed information
about types of medications in use are shown in Supplementary Table S4.
Abbreviations: LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; HDL-C, high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol; ATC, Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical classification
system.

In total, 52 cardiovascular events and 15 noncardiovascular deaths were observed from 3 months post
stroke during a follow-up of median 2.20 years (IQR 1.79 to
2.62), totally 991 patient-years (Figure 1). In total, 61% (n =
32) of the patients with a recurrent cardiovascular event had
a non-fatal stroke, 31% (n = 16) experienced a non-fatal MI
and 8% (n = 4) died due to cardiovascular causes.

Estimated Risk of Recurrent Events
The average observed 2-year risk in Nor-COAST was
higher than the average predicted 2-year risk with the
SMART-REACH model (Figure S1) (expected–observed
ratio 0.54). After recalibration, the calibration curve
showed adequate agreement between predicted and
observed risk and modest discrimination (C-statistics
0.63, 95% CI 0.55 to 0.71) (Figure 2). Discrimination
was slightly lower when excluding patients with cardioem
bolic stroke etiology (C-statistics 0.61, 95% CI 0.53 to
0.70, Figure S2). Sex-specific analyses showed C-statistics
0.65 (95% CI 0.56 to 0.73) for men and 0.57 (95% CI 0.41
to 0.74) for women (Figure S3).
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Median estimated 10-year risk of recurrent events was
42% (IQR 32 to 54) (Table 3, Figures 3 and S4–S6).
Median lifetime risk was 70% (IQR 63 to 76). Ten-year
cardiovascular risk increased with age, while lifetime risk
was highest in younger patients (Figure S7, Table S5 and
S6). In total, 56% of the patients in the highest 10-year
risk quartile had polyvascular disease (Table S5), and 22%
were smoking; the corresponding proportions for patients
in the lowest risk quartile were 2% and 5%, respectively.

Estimated Benefit from Optimization of
Risk Factors
Figures S4–S6 shows the benefits of achieving targets for
LDL-C, systolic BP and smoking cessation separately.
Median 10-year ARR if patients with elevated LDL-C
reached the target was 4% (IQR 2 to 7) and gain in CVDfree life-years was 0.8 years (IQR 0.4 to 1.6) (Figure S4B).
Median 10-year ARR if patients with elevated BP reached
the target was 8% (IQR 3 to 14) and 1.6 CVD-free life-years
gained (IQR 0.6 to 3.1) (Figure S5B). Smoking cessation led
to 14% (IQR 12 to 16) 10-year ARR and median 3.4 CVDfree life-years gained (IQR 2.4 to 4.3) (Figure S6).
If all targets were achieved, the overall median 10-year
ARR was 6% (IQR 1 to 14), and lifetime ARR was 6% (IQR
1 to 15) (Table 3 and Figure 3). The population could gain
median 1.4 (IQR 0.2 to 3.4) CVD-free life years. After
optimization, the residual median 10-year risk had decreased
to 32% (IQR 24 to 44), and lifetime CVD risk had decreased
to 61% (IQR 49 to 70) with a CVD-free life expectancy of
82.2 (IQR 78.9 to 85.4) years. If all targets were reached, the
10-year risk would be <20% for 16% of the patients and
<30% for 43%. Patient characteristics by quartiles of 10-year
ARR are shown in Table S7. Treatment benefits in terms of
gain in CVD-free life years were highest in younger patients
with elevated risk factor levels (Table S8).

Discussion
In this observational study of patients with ischemic
stroke, we found that a notable proportion suffered from
a recurrent event the first 2 years poststroke and showed
substantial variation in estimated future cardiovascular risk
and treatment benefit from intensification of secondary
prevention. We revealed a remaining preventive potential
by reaching the guideline-recommended treatment targets
and demonstrated that the SMART-REACH model gener
ates prognostic risk information reasonably well in stroke
patients.
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Observed 2−year risk
10%
20%
30%

40%

External validation in Nor−COAST

0%

C−statistic:
0.626 (95%CI 0.546 − 0.705)
0%

10%

20%
Predicted 2−year risk

30%

40%

Figure 2 Flexible calibration curve showing the agreement between quantiles of estimated risk of stroke, myocardial infarction or vascular death by the SMART-REACH
model versus observed 2-year risk after recalibration.

Studies quantifying future cardiovascular risk in stroke
populations are scarce. However, comparable findings of
risk and potential benefit variations have been shown in
patients with established CVD in general.6,19,34 The resi
dual risk in Nor-COAST is quite high compared to other
studies.6,19,34 However, Nor-COAST included solely
patients with stroke, while other cohorts also included
transient ischemic attacks.7,19 Moreover, the consecutive
inclusion of stroke patients minimizes healthy participant
bias35 and higher-risk patients are more likely to be
included. Although high residual risk might be explained
by non-modifiable factors such as age, already severely
progressed atherosclerosis or genetic disposition, modifi
able risk factors like inflammation or further reduction of
BP and LDL-C are of importance.23,28,29 Mean risk factor
levels in Nor-COAST are not far from targets and more in
line with guideline recommendations compared to other
populations,2–4 yielding less possibilities for benefit based
on current cut-offs. However, BP and LDL-C are

Clinical Epidemiology 2021:13

continuously related to CVD risk,28,29 and an individual
patient could still benefit from further reduction.
The predicted 2-year risk corresponded adequately
with the observed risk in Nor-COAST after recalibration.
Discrimination was acceptable and in line with other prog
nostic tools already in clinical use,7,16,18 and previous
validations of the SMART-REACH model have shown
comparable results.19,34 Moreover, sex-specific analyses
showed lower c-statistics for women; however, these
results should be interpreted with caution due to lack of
statistical power. Stroke is a heterogeneous condition with
multiple possible etiologies where stroke classification is
crucial. Performance of the model may be different in
patients with cardioembolic stroke etiology, especially if
the burden of atherosclerosis and associated risk factors is
low or absent. Due to the limited sample size, the perfor
mance in this subgroup could not be evaluated. Still, the
large overlap between underlying etiologies and other
cardiovascular entities13–15 illustrates the need for optimal
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Table 3 Estimated Prognosis and Benefits of Optimal Guideline-Therapy
Total

Systolic Blood

LDL-C > 1.8

Smokers

No

(n = 465)

Pressure > 140

mmol/L

(n = 55)

Antithrombotics

mmHg (n = 226)

(n = 265)

42 (32 to 54)
70 (63 to 76)

44 (34 to 54)
67 (61 to 75)

41 (32 to 52)
69 (63 to 75)

52 (39 to 66)
76 (74 to 81)

53 (46 to 65)
77 (68 to 84)

CVD-free life expectancyb

80.4 (76.4 to 83.5)

81.8 (78.9 to 84.3)

80.7 (76.8 to 83.6)

75.3 (72.2 to 80.1)

79.2 (75.8 to 82.3)

(years)
Remaining CVD-free life-

9.9 (7.2 to 13.5)

9.5 (7.2 to 12.3)

10.0 (7.4 to 13.3)

7.6 (4.8 to 9.9)

8.1 (6.3 to 9.7)

6 (1 to 14)

12 (6 to 20)

9 (3 to 16)

17 (15 to 25)

17 (8 to 34)

6 (1 to 15)
1.4 (0.2 to 3.4)

14 (7 to 23)
2.6 (1.2 to 4.6)

11 (3 to 19)
2.0 (0.7 to 4.1)

15 (10 to 30)
4.4 (2.9 to 8.0)

22 (4 to 47)
5.1 (1.2 to 8.8)

(n = 10)

Current estimated risk
10-year CVD risk (%)
Lifetime CVD riska (%)

yearsc
Treatment benefits from
optimal guideline
therapyd
10-year ARR (%)
Lifetime ARR (%)
Gain in CVD-free life
expectancy (years)
Notes: Values are median (interquartile range). aDefined as risk of having an event before the 90th life-year. bMedian life expectancy without a CVD event or death.
c
Number of years without a CVD-event due to current treatment. dDefined as systolic blood pressure 140 mmHg, LDL-C 1.8 mmol/L, smoking cessation and use of
antithrombotic medications.
Abbreviations: LDL-C, Low density lipoprotein cholesterol; CVD, Cardiovascular disease; ARR, Absolute risk reduction.

atherosclerotic risk factor control in general. Although
some short-term risk prediction models developed sepa
rately for stroke patients already exist,16–18 the SMARTREACH19 model can be used in individuals with any type
of atherosclerotic disease, also multiple manifestations,
which often is the case in clinical practice. The SMARTREACH model is readily available via online calculators
such as u-prevent.com. However, ideally the geographic
correction factor should be applied when using the model
in clinical practice for similar populations.

Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of this study include the multicenter design,
valid registry data, an up-to-date time period and prospec
tive consecutive inclusion of patients reflecting current
clinical practice.35 Another strength is using a prediction
tool that estimates both 10-year risk and lifetime risk
adjusting for competing risks and remaining lifeexpectancy. As secondary prevention presumably is con
tinued lifelong, it may be more intuitive to use a lifetime
risk prediction model. Furthermore, adjusting for death of
other causes avoids overestimating CVD risk and treat
ment benefit in older individuals.19 The observed 2-year
event rate in Nor-COAST (Figure S8) corresponds reason
ably well with event rates in a recent meta-analysis1 and
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the Nor-COAST population has characteristics in line with
patients in the Norwegian stroke registry.2,35
Generalization at least to Norwegian stroke patients and
comparable stroke populations is therefore plausible.
Not including the oldest patients is a significant limita
tion and performing external validation and recalibration
based on 2-year predictions might be a weakness.
However, previous studies have shown that lifetime esti
mates based on similar methods appear to be reliable for
predictions up to at least 17 years.9 C-statistics for discri
mination are moderate. However, demonstrating adequate
calibration might be a more relevant measure since know
ing that the predicted risk reflects the actual risk is impor
tant for clinical treatment decisions.8,36 We did not account
for changes in risk factor levels over time. However,
changes in risk factor levels after 3 months are not likely
to affect predictive performance.37 We have previously
published detailed data on how adherence to medications
and risk factor control changes from discharge to 18
months poststroke in Nor-COAST,2 which showed that
risk factor levels remain relatively unchanged. Risk factor
levels also often deteriorate over time due to decrease in
drug adherence and healthy lifestyle habits.2,5 Missing
data for clinical measurements at the 3-month follow-up
might, however, be a weakness. The relative effects of BP
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Figure 3 Distribution of current cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk and potential benefit from optimization of all risk factors.
Notes: Distributions of (A) ten-year cardiovascular disease risk, (B) lifetime CVD risk, (C) remaining CVD-free life-years, (D) current estimated risks and treatment
benefits (median (interquartile range)) from optimization of risk factors defined as systolic blood pressure ≤140 mmHg, LDL-cholesterol ≤1.8 mmol/L, smoking cessation
and use of antithrombotic medication.
Abbreviation: ARR, absolute risk reduction.

and LDL-C lowering are based on large meta-analyses
synthesizing evidence from primary and secondary pre
ventive settings and benefits might be smaller or larger
depending on specific stroke characteristics. However,
relative effect estimates are broadly similar across several
subgroups of patients.28,29 Therefore, we consider these
relative effects valid for our population. We did not
account for disadvantages and harm of pharmacotherapy,
like adverse reactions and costs. At last, risk prediction
models include varying degrees of uncertainty and cannot
replace good clinical judgment but help structure and
guide clinicians in their medical decision-making process.8

intensive short-term or multidisciplinary follow-up. We
believe the model can be a useful tool for more persona
lized surveillance of patients in both stroke units and other
clinical settings like general practice. More research is
needed to assess potential strategies for further lowering
of the high residual cardiovascular risk in these patients,
and selection of patients by risk stratification may help
improve focus and efficiency in future trials.

Conclusions
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